Bernice Kingsbury oral history

3—...who taught Mother quality, and then Mother, in turn, taught us...the quality of silver and china and so on.

6—...thinking he'd just winter there and leave the next spring. Well, spring never came as far as that's concerned.

6—her father "used to run his cattle clear up to, almost to East Glacier Park onto the Reservation...being able to run the cattle through the Indian Dept....

8—"no steer was **sold** under 4 years old, so you'd have to run them for 4 years before anything could be sold.

9—slop barrel for the hogs, "with the potato peelings or what else...and then a certain amount of grain was added"...

10—laundry: We had a white picket fence...and I'd just take the socks and slide 'em through each picket...

11—(after breakfast) bring in the dishes, rinse 'em and dry 'em, then I'd set the table immediately for noon.

14—stumble-bumping (verb of stumble bum)

B-12—a case of "Na, na, na, na, na, na, na" and all this foreign language a'goin' on.

tape 2, unnumbered—Valier advertised as SITE OF FIVE HUNDRED IRRIGATED FARMS

""""—I'd been stealing from myself...putting away 15¢ or a quarter, whatever I could.